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Abstract—We designed a nano-opto-mechanical reconfigurable
photonic integrated circuit (PIC) platform on a two-dimensional
(2-D) photonic crystal (PC) slab. A 2-D array of mechanical plugs
was initially placed above the PC. Each plug was designed to align
with each air hole of the PC and assumed to be able to insert into
and retrieve from the air hole, serving as an effective refractive
index modulator for an individual photonic unit of the PC. By
selectively inserting different plugs into their corresponding air
holes, it was possible to realize various photonic circuits in the PC.
We demonstrated this by forming three basic photonic building
blocks in the PC using this approach, including a point-defect reso-
nant cavity, a line-defect straight waveguide, and a 60-degreewave-
guide bend. Specifically, we designed the plugs and PC for the plat-
form and investigated the influences of their structural parame-
ters on photonic band diagrams and analyzed important optical
properties of the three configured photonic building blocks using
three-dimensional (3-D) plane-wave (PWM) and finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) methods. Also, we studied the influences of
possible fabrication, alignment, and mechanical actuation errors
on the optical properties of each photonic circuit. This work can
benefit the efforts toward realizing a nano-opto-mechanical recon-
figurable photonic integrated circuit (PIC) platform.

Index Terms—Optical resonators, photonic crystals, photonic in-
tegrated circuits, reconfigurable architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

P IC technology is a technical trend and revolutionary
breakthrough in such diverse applications as optical

communication, bio/chemical sensing, and photonic computing
[1], [2]. Considerable efforts have been made to develop a large
number of PICs (e.g., optical waveguides [3], resonators [4],
multiplexers [4], attenuators [5], and detectors [6]), with high
level of integration, low power consumption, and fast response.
However, many of the existing PICs are application specific
and each device often relies on a specified design and manu-
facturing protocol. To minimize the complexity and potential
cost of developing a large number of application-specific PICs,
it is highly desirable to develop reconfigurable PICs capable of
configuring and reconfiguring various photonic functionalities
on a chip to accommodate different application needs [7], [8].
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2D PCs result from drilling periodic air hole lattices in a
high index membrane [9]. A wide range of PC-based PICs have
been developed, including waveguide bends [10], resonators
[11], spectral filters [12], add-drop multiplexers [4], and super
prisms [13]. But, they are often static since their functionalities
are fixed by fabrication. It is well known that PC resonant cav-
ities are a basic element of building many of these PC-based
devices and can be formed, simply by introducing a defect to
a periodic PC [9]. Interestingly, the optical properties of a PC
cavity can be tuned, by changing its effective refractive index
via different mechanisms such as free-carriers injection [14],
optical Kerr effect [15], optothermal tuning [16], liquid crystal
infiltration [17], and micro/nanofluidic tuning [18]. Recently,
micro/nano-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) tech-
nology has been exploited in tunable and reconfigurable optical
devices [19]–[21]. Several mechanically tunable PC-based de-
vices have been realized or proposed by utilizing controlled dis-
turbance of a mechanical component at the micro/nanometer
scale to the evanescent or resonant part of the optical field of a
PC device [22]–[32]. For example, the optical transmittance of
a PC waveguide was modulated by bringing a microplate close
to the waveguide [22], and by changing the height difference
between a PC slab and silicon rods [23]. Also, the resonance
wavelength of a PC cavity was tuned by moving a scanning
probe microscope and an atomic force microscope probe close
to the cavity [30], [31]. A very remarkable reconfigurable semi-
conductor PC-MEMS device has recently been developed [28],
where a cantilever layer acting as an active MEMS feature in-
serted a line of posts into the PC holes to create a defect line and
thereby form a photonic bandgap (PBG) waveguide. It should
be noted that these mechanical posts used in [28] were formed
on a common cantilever, resulting in less flexibility in forming
other photonic functionalities on a device.
In this paper, we take the next step from the work that has

previously demonstrated the strong interaction between a me-
chanical component and the optical field of a PC cavity. Our
ultimate attempt is to explore the possibility of realizing higher
flexibility in reconfiguring different photonic functionalities on
a single PC platform, by introducing a different number of plugs
into corresponding air holes of a PC. As shown in Fig. 1(a), an
array of micro/nanoscale plugs was initially placed above the
PC, with each plug aligned with each air hole of the PC. We
assumed in this paper that each plug could be individually con-
trolled to insert into and lift up from an air hole via MEMS/
NEMS technology, serving as a local refractive index modu-
lator for each photonic unit of the PC. Although various pho-
tonic functionalities potentially can be pursed in the PC slab by
inserting different plugs into their corresponding air holes, this
paper demonstrated configuring three typical photonic building
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Fig. 1. Schematic structure of the reconfigured PIC device consisting of a 2-D
Si PC, an array of Si plugs, and an MEMS/NEMS actuator. (a) 3-D view. (b)
Cross-sectional view. Each plug was designed to align with each air hole of
the PC. The actuator was assumed to be able to control the vertical position of
individual plug. Drawings are not to scale. Note that throughout this paper, we
use the symbol to denote a direction in real space to distinguish from the
symbol X used in reciprocal space.

blocks, including a point-defect resonant cavity, a line-defect
straight waveguide, and a 60 waveguide bend. It should be
noted that the focus of this work was on (i) designing the plugs
and PC slab for the proposed reconfigurable PIC device, (ii) ex-
amining the optical properties of the three building blocks con-
figured on the PC, and (iii) investigating the influence of pos-
sible fabrication, alignment, and mechanical actuation errors on
the optical properties of these building blocks, while the design
of an actuator for controlling the vertical position of the plugs
was out of scope of this paper.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE

Fig. 1(b) shows a cross-sectional schematic view of the
present reconfigurable PIC device. A 2-D PC with a triangular
lattice was designed in the top silicon (Si) layer of a Si-on-insu-
lator (SOI) wafer. The top Si layer and the oxide layer
of the SOI wafer was and in thickness, respectively,
where was the lattice constant of the PC. The Si handling
substrate of the wafer was 750 m thick. The diameter of
the air holes of the Si PC was set to be , allowing
us to obtain PBG for transverse-electric (TE)-like modes. To
minimize the field leakage into the handling substrate, the
oxide layer underneath of the PC was removed. An array of
identical cylindrical Si plugs was placed above the PC. The
diameter of the plugs was set to be . The minimum
height of the plugs was found to be . The reason
that we chose these two structural parameters will be discussed
later. The distance or gap between the bottom surface of the Si
plugs and the top surface of the PC was denoted by G. These
mechanical plugs protruded downward from a MEMS/NEMS
actuator. As mentioned earlier, the actuator was assumed to be
able to control the vertical position of the individual plugs.

III. PHOTONIC BAND DIAGRAM

The band structure of the PC depended on how close the
plugs were to the PC. We defined the minimum distance be-

Fig. 2. Band structures for the TE-like modes of the PC with a different initial
distance G between the bottom surface of the plugs and the top surface of the
PC: (a), (b), and (c). The computing structure used
for the PWM simulation is shown in the insets of this figure and the dashed-line
frame in Fig. 1(b).

tween the bottom surface of the plugs and the top surface of the
PC (or ) as the critical distance beyond which the TE-like
bandgap of the PC with plugs was similar to that without plugs.
To compute the band diagram of the PC with a different G, the
3-D PWM method with periodic boundary conditions was used
during simulations. All plugs could simultaneouslymove up and
down relative to the PC. The computing region covered a unit
cell of the PC, the lower part of a plug, and the gap between the
unit cell and the plug (see the dashed-line frame in Fig. 1(b) and
the insets in Figs. 2(a)–(c)). We note that the whole length of the
plug could be , but, to simplify the simula-
tion, the upper part of the plug (beyond from the bottom
surface of the plug) was excluded from the computing region
(Fig. 1(b)). This simplification was reasonable since the upper
part of the plug actually would not affect the bandgap of the PC
(discussed later). We truncated the simulation space by using a
thick air layer to enclose the solution volume. The handling

substrate was also excluded from the computing region since
little field was found to reach this layer through the thick air
layer (also discussed later). Rectangular coordinates were used
to simplify computation since the direction in rectangular
coordinates was equivalent to the direction in triangular
coordinates.
Fig. 2(a) shows the band structure of the PCwhen no any plug

was used (or ). The result demonstrates that the
TE-like bandgap ranged from to , but no
TM-like bandgap occurred beneath the light cone of the band
diagram. After the plugs were introduced to the PC with

, no TE-like bandgap was found (Fig. 2(b)). As G
increased further, the TE-like bandgap emerged and increased.
When , the bandgap spanned from to

(Fig. 2(c)), which was almost similar to that found
with no plug. As shown in Fig. 3(a), when , the
bandgap remained unchanged. Therefore, the plugs must ini-
tially be located at least away from the top surface of the PC
(or ). Furthermore, by choosing nm,
the central wavelength of the bandgap was set to be around the
telecommunication wavelength of 1550 nm.
We examined the influence of possible fabrication errors on

the bandgap of the PC. Considering that the plugs needed to be
placed at least above the top surface of the PC at the initial
state of the device, here we studied the case of for
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Fig. 3. (a) TE-like bandgap of the PC as a function of an initial distance G be-
tween the bottom surface of the plugs and the top surface of the PC. (b) TE-like
bandgap of the PC as a function of magnitude of error in the air hole diameter
(in the form of a percentage of the ideal air hole diameter ).

illustrating the fabrication error versus photonic band structures
as shown in Fig. 3(b). Also, as mentioned earlier, when

, the plugs had little influence on the band gap. This allowed
us to only take into account the fabrication error in the air hole
diameter of the PC. As a result, we applied random errors with a
certain maximum magnitude (in the form of a percentage of the
ideal air hole diameter) to the ideal air hole diameter .
Specifically, for a given magnitude of randomness introduced,
the Pseudo-Random function of the C++ Library was used to
generate ten different sets of random errors, and then, each set
was applied to the ideal air hole diameter for simulation. Thus,
the upper and lower bounds of each bandgap in Fig. 3(b) were
obtained by averaging the results of the ten simulations. It is
shown that the bandgap of the PC reduced as the error in the air
hole diameter increased. When the magnitude of error was 6%,
the TE-like bandgap of the PC decreased to be from
to , which was about the half of the bandgap of the
ideal PC (with no fabrication error).

IV. PLUG-INDUCED POINT-DEFECT PC RESONANT CAVITY

To demonstrate the formation of a simple point-defect reso-
nant cavity in the PC, a plug was positioned in an air hole in the
PC, as shown in Fig. 4(a). The lower level of the plug was po-
sitioned at the bottom surface of the PC. Electromagnetic simu-
lation was performed by using the 3-D FDTD method with the
freeware package MEEP [33]. The computing region covered
the lower part of the plugs ( thick), an air gap ( thick),
a PC, and an air layer ( thick) underneath the PC, from top
to bottom of the device (Fig. 4(a)). A 200 nm thick perfectly
matched layer (PML) was applied at the boundaries of the en-
tire computing region. The grid resolution was 10 nm. A TE-po-
larized pulse line source with a Gaussian frequency distribution
was placed vertically along the Z direction and offset by 20 nm
from the spatial center of the air hole of interest. The line source
was set at the same height as the PC. The resonance wave-
length and Q factor of the resonant cavity were computed by
the Harminv [34]. To record mode profiles, a continuous-wave
line source at resonance was used.
Figs. 4(b)–(d) show the electric field distributions for the

plug-induced defect mode nm of the PC cavity.
A stable mode profile of light was recorded after traveling a
distance of 1000 wavelengths (about two orders of magnitude

Fig. 4. (a) Schematic representation for the computing region used in the
FDTD simulation for a point-defect resonant cavity configured in the PC.
A 200 nm thick PML (not shown here) was used to enclose the entire com-
puting volume. (b)–(d) E-field (amplitude) distributions of the TE-like mode

nm in the plane of (b), Y-Z (c), and (d), at the
cross section of , , and , respectively, shown in (a). The
insets in (c) and (d) show the field profiles along the dashed lines. The scale
bar (a. u.) in (b) represents E-field amplitude for all three field distributions in
(b)–(d).

larger than the size of the simulated structure). The result shows
that the defect mode of the configured cavity had a dipole mode
profile. The cavity was able to localize the mode field in all
three dimensions. By extracting the field profiles along the
and Y directions at the spatial center of the cavity, the decay
rate of the field intensity with distance from the spatial center
of the cavity was found to be 42.4 and 44.3 dB m in the
and Y directions, respectively (see the insets of Figs. 4(b), (c)).
Also, in the vertical downward direction, there was little field
leakage into the air layer beneath the PC (Fig. 4(d)). This al-
lowed us to exclude the Si handling substrate in the simulation
structure (Fig. 4(a)). The field coupling upward into the plug
was also minor (Fig. 4(d)). The field decayed rapidly into the
plug away from the top surface of the PC, with the decay rate
of 114.8 dB m . The result provided us with an important
guideline to define the minimum length of the plug or that
was needed to eliminate any possible influence of the actuator
on the optical properties of any photonic circuit configured
in the PC. Specifically, we defined as the critical length
of the plug at which the mode field intensity reduced by 200
dB. Thus, was calculated to be (or 1.74 m). It
was reasonable to exclude the upper part (beyond from
the bottom surface) of the plugs from the computing region in
Fig. 1(b).
We investigated the influences of D and H on the resonance

wavelength and Q factor of the plug-induced PC cavity. As
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Fig. 5. (a) Resonance wavelength of the plug-induced PC resonant cavity as a
function of D for a different H. (b) Q factor of the cavity as a function of D for
a different H. (c) Resonance wavelength of the cavity as a function of H for a
different D. (d) Q factor of the cavity as a function of H for a different D.

shown in Fig. 5(a), the resonance wavelength red-shifted as
D increased. This is attributed to an increase in the effective
refractive index of the cavity. To obtain the resonance wave-
length of the cavity near 1550 nm, we chose (or
246 nm). It is shown in Fig. 5(b) that the Q factor of the cavity
was little influenced by D. We know that generally, the Q factor
of a defect mode is composed of an in-plane and an
out-of-plane component and is determined by

[9]. The PBG effect of a PC allows for
light confinement in the planar direction, and thus, is
mainly determined by the periodicity and lattice constant of the
PC. Therefore, changing the plug diameter would pose limited
influence on the component, and thus, the total Q factor
of the cavity. On the other hand, with increasing H, the reso-
nance wavelength of the cavity red-shifted at low H values and
remained almost unchanged at high H values (Fig. 5(c)). This is
because when the plug was short, the whole plug was regarded
as part of the cavity and increasing its length led to an increase
in effective index of the cavity. However, when a long plug was
used, increasing the upper part of the plug had little influence
on changing the effective index of the cavity. As a result, no
change in resonance wavelength occurred with increasing H fur-
ther. Also, since the plug provided a pathway for the mode field
to leak upward, the component, and thus, the total Q
factor, of the cavity dropped as H increased (Fig. 5(d)). Simi-
larly, the Q factor became little influenced by the presence of a
large H. Although anyH, as long as , was ac-
ceptable in principle, we continued to use in
the 3-D computing region in all following simulations to reduce
the simulation load. Specifically, with (or 246 nm),

(or 1.74 m), and (or
1.85 m), the resonance wavelength and Q factor of the cavity
was computed to be 1552.8 nm and 160.8, respectively. The
20 dB mode volume of the cavity was as small as 0.155 m .

Fig. 6. Resonance wavelength of the plug-induced PC resonant cavity as a
function of air hole diameter randomness (a), lateral alignment error of the axes
between the actuated plug and the air hole (b), and vertical position error of the
plug or an unexpected distance from the bottom surface of the air hole (c).

Next, we investigated the influences of possible errors in fab-
rication, alignment, and mechanical actuation on the optical res-
onance wavelength and Q factor of the configured PC cavity
with and . Fig. 6(a) shows that as the mag-
nitude of fabrication error in the air hole diameter increased to
6% (a percentage of the ideal air hole diameter), the resonance
of the cavity changed randomly by less than 5 nm, while its Q
factor deceased dramatically from 160 to 91. Actually, the size
error may occur in both the PC and plugs. Here we focused on
the error of the air hole diameter of the PC because the changing
tendencies of the optical properties with D and H of the plugs
were already revealed in Fig. 5. The lateral alignment error was
defined by the misalignment of the plug’s axis with the vertical
axis of the air hole in the planar directions. Fig. 6(b) demon-
strates that the lateral random shift of the activated plug had a
quite limited effect on both the resonance wavelength and Q
factor. This is attributed to the unchanged effective index of
the cavity and the fixed lattice periodicity of the PC used. Fur-
thermore, the mechanical actuation error or the vertical position
error of the plug referred to the vertical shift of the plug off the
bottom surface of the PC. As shown in Fig. 6(c), because the ver-
tical position error of the plug resulted in a significant change in
the effective refractive index of the cavity, the upward unwanted
deviation of the plug from the bottom surface of the PC caused
a blue shift of the resonance wavelength and a degradation of
the Q factor. Fig. 7 displays the electric field distributions in the
cavity with the air hole diameter error of 6%, the plug lateral
position error of 41 nm, and the plug vertical position error of
154 nm (half of the PC slab thickness). The result indicates that
with these structural errors, it was still possible to build a cavity
to operate in a resonant mode near the communication wave-
length. We note that the Q factor of the configured cavity was
relatively low. But, many excellent methods are available to re-
alize a high Q factor for a PC cavity [35]–[39]. It is believed
that there would be an improvement of Q factor through device
optimization. This discussion, however, is out of the scope of
this paper.
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Fig. 7. Electric field (amplitude) distributions of the TE-like mode at the
cross section with the air hole randomness of 6 % (a), at the

cross section with the plug lateral alignment error of 41 nm (b), at the
cross section with the plug vertical position error of 154 nm (above the bottom
surface of the air hole). The locations of , , and sections
are the same as those shown in Fig. 4. The defect mode wavelength for each
case is shown in each panel. Scale bars represent E-field amplitude (a. u.).

Fig. 8. (a) Schematic representation for a straight waveguide configured in
the PC. The waveguide was formed by introducing a line of plugs into corre-
sponding air holes of the PC. (b) Band diagram for the straight waveguide along
the direction (or the propagation direction of the waveguide). The red
and blue dash-dotted lines represent two line-defect modes. Both of the lines
cross over the TE-like bandgap (light blue region) of the perfect PC.

V. PLUGS-INDUCED LINE-DEFECT PC STRAIGHT WAVEGUIDE

To configure a straight waveguide in the PC, a line of plugs
was inserted into corresponding air holes in the PC (Fig. 8(a)).

(or 246 nm), (or 1.74 m), and
(or 1.85 m) were used for forming the

line-defect PC straight waveguide. We first computed the band
diagram (dispersion curves) for the waveguide along the
direction of the triangular lattice, using the 3-D PWM method.
As shown in the inset of Fig. 8(b), the supercell used in this
simulation contained one period in the direction, four
periods in the X-M direction (normal to the direction),
and five plugs with the central one inserted in the corresponding
air hole. Among the lower fourteen bands of the line-defect
modes found in Fig. 8(b), there were two bands (see the red
and blue dash-dotted lines) occurring in the TE-like bandgap of
the perfect PC. The light blue region in Fig. 8(b) was obtained
from Fig. 2(c). The upper band (the red dash-dotted line) cov-
ered the normalized frequency from to ,
while the lower one (the blue dash-dotted line) from
to that actually covered the whole bandgap region.
The results demonstrate that the TE-like defect modes in this
configured straight waveguide existed and could be guided hor-
izontally by the bandgap and vertically by index guiding.

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic representation for the computing region and detection
planes used in the FDTD simulation for a configured line-defect PC straight
waveguide. (b)–(d) E-field (amplitude) distributions of the TE-like mode

nm in the plane of (b), Y-Z (c), and (d), at the cross
section of , , and , respectively. The insets in (b)–(d)
show the field profiles along the dashed white lines shown in the corresponding
panels. The intensity scale is an arbitrary unit (not shown in the insets). The scale
bar (a. u.) in (b) represents E-field amplitude for all three field distributions in
(b)–(d).

It is known that in a conventional line-defect PC waveguide,
part of the guided mode (lying above the light line of the air-
claddings) energymay leak off the waveguide in the plane due to
an insufficient number of lattice periods. Also, the guided mode
couples with the radiation mode, radiating wave energy out of
the plane. In the configured PC straight waveguide studied here,
the upper part of the plugs protruded from the top surface of the
PC and inevitably influenced the coupling between the guided
mode and radiation mode in the vertical or Z direction of the
PC. Thus, we computed the transmittance, loss, and reflectance
spectra of the waveguide using the FDTD method. The com-
puting region is shown in Fig. 9(a), where a TE-polarized light
was coupled into the PC laterally through a input waveguide.
The transmitted power through the configured waveguide was
monitored by an output detector at the exit of the waveguide.
The in-plane and out-of-plane loss of power from the waveguide
was monitored by four detectors at the upper, lower, back and
front planes shown in Fig. 9(a).
Figs. 9(b)–(d) display the electric field distributions of the

line-defect guided mode at the wavelength of 1553.5 nm after
light propagation of 1000 wavelengths. The guided mode was
well confined within the configured waveguide (Fig. 9(b)). The
protruding part of the inserted plugs (from the top surface of the
PC) provided multiple optical pathways for the guided mode
to vertically leak out of the PC (Figs. 9(c) and (d)). The mode
field decayed rapidly upward into the plugs and the average
decay rate over the nine inserted plugs was computed to be
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Fig. 10. Normalized power flow of the guided mode at nm
through the configured line-defect PC straight waveguide. The power detection
plane was defined to be a square area with 2 a long on each side in the Y-Z
plane.

Fig. 11. Transmittance (a), loss (b) and reflectance (c) spectra of the configured
PC straight waveguide with a TE wave incidence.

49.5 dB m . On the other hand, the field that went down
into the air layer (underneath the PC) decayed at a rate of 148.1
dB m , which was much faster than that went upward into
the plugs. This observation may be attributed to the removal of
the oxide from underneath the Si PC as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Fig. 10 shows the power flow along the propagation direction

of the guided mode. The power flowwasmonitored at the exit of
the configured waveguide (in the Y-Z plane at the spatial center
of the last air hole from the left; see the inset of Fig. 10) and
normalized to the power measured at the inlet of the configured
waveguide (in the Y-Z plane at the spatial center of the first air
hole from the left). The decay rate of the power through this
configured waveguide was only 0.30 dB m .
Fig. 11 depicts the transmittance, loss, and reflectance spectra

of the configured straight PC waveguide. The transmittance
peak of 78% was located at 1553.5 nm with a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 18 nm. It is worthwhile to point out
that the peak wavelength of 1553.5 nm obtained here was close
to the central wavelength of the TE-like bandgap set at 1550 nm

nm for the 3-D PWM simulation. Also, the obtained
FWHM fell into the bandgap from 1514 nm to

Fig. 12. Transmittance peak wavelength (left) and peak transmittance (right)
of the configured PC straight waveguide as function of an air hole diameter
randomness (a), lateral alignment error or lateral offset of the actuated plugs
with the center of corresponding air holes (b), identical vertical position error of
the actuated plugs or the unexpected distance between the plugs and the bottom
surface of corresponding air holes (c), and random vertical position error of the
actuated plugs (d).

1574 nm . The optical loss at the upper plane was
7.0% at the peak transmission wavelength and a maximum of
11.4% at 1545.4 nm. In contrast, the optical loss detected at
the lower plane was 3.0% at the peak transmission wavelength
and a maximum of 3.2% at 1551.3 nm. Due to the symmetrical
device structure in the Y direction, the loss power detected at
the front and back sides of the computing region (see the two
detection planes in Fig. 9(a)) were the same (6.4%).
Fig. 12(a) shows the influence of possible air hole diameter

error on the peak transmittance and corresponding wavelength
of the configured straight PC waveguide. As the magnitude of
the error increased by 6% of the ideal air hole diameter (

nm or ), the peak transmittance dramatically decreased
by 38% and the peak wavelength increased by 11 nm. On the
contrary, the lateral misalignment of the axes between an actu-
ated plug and corresponding air hole had little influence on the
resulting transmission peakwavelength. As shown in Fig. 12(b),
as the axis of a plug was laterally shifted off the axis of an air
hole by 41 nm, no conclusive pattern of the tendency of plot was
observed. We believe that this is because the lattice periodicity
of the PC remained unchanged. There was a distinct decrease,
however, in the peak transmittance of the waveguide.
The mechanical actuation of the plugs may be in error of their

stop position and two types of error may occur: A) the actu-
ated plugs stopped at the same but wrong vertical position, and
B) each of the actuated plugs had a random error in their ver-
tical position. In the former case A (Fig. 12(c)), the deviation
of the plugs from the bottom surface of the air holes caused a
decrease in the peak transmittance and a blue shift in the trans-
mittance peak wavelength. When the bottom surface of the ac-
tuated plugs was located at the same level with the top surface of
the PC (deviating from the bottom of the air holes by 308 nm or
the whole slab thickness), the peak transmittance of the config-
ured waveguide deceased to 9% due to the field leakage in the
vertical direction. This result, more importantly, indicates that
the deeper the plugs were inserted into the air holes, the higher
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Fig. 13. Electric field distributions of the TE-like mode in the configured PC
straight waveguide at the cross section with the magnitude of random
air hole diameter error at 6% (a),at the cross section with the lateral
misalignment of the actuated plugs with the center of the air holes at 41 nm (b),
at the cross section with the identical vertical position error of the plugs
at 308 nm (c), and at the cross section with the random vertical position
of the plugs at 100 nm. The locations of and sections are the
same as those labeled in Fig. 9. The peak transmission wavelength in each
case is shown in each panel. Scale bars represent E-field amplitude (a. u.).

the peak transmission could be obtained, although we believe,
to some extent, that keeping the movement of the actuated plugs
outside of the PC would alleviate the challenge of the geometric
alignment between the plugs and PC. In the latter case B, where
the plugs may be stopped at different vertical positions inside
the air holes, the peak transmittance of the waveguide dropped
more significant than that in the case A. As seen in Fig. 12(d),
the peak transmittance deceased to 18% as the magnitude of
the vertical random position error increased to 100 nm.
Figs. 13(a)–(d) display the TE-like mode profiles of the

configured straight waveguide with the maximum structural
errors respectively studied in the aforementioned four cases
(Figs. 12(a)–(d)). The results here further demonstrate that the
mechanical actuation-induced errors of the plug position in the
vertical direction caused more field energy leakage than the
size and alignment errors in the lateral direction.

VI. PLUGS-INDUCED LINE-DEFECT PC WAVEGUIDE BEND

The ability to guide light waves in sharp bends of PICs is
one of the most important properties of PC waveguides. To con-
figure a waveguide bend in the PC, two lines of plugs with an
intersection angle of 60 were inserted into their corresponding
air holes of the PC, to form two waveguide segments for the
waveguide bend, as shown in Fig. 14(a). The intersection angle

Fig. 14. (a) Schematic view for a PC waveguide bend configured in the PC
by introducing two lines of plugs into their corresponding air holes with an
intersection angle of 60 . (b) Band diagram for the waveguide bend.

was determined by the triangular lattice used in the PC. We con-
sidered the waveguide bend formed by two straight waveguides
and a bend corner. To examine the defect modes of the con-
figured waveguide bend, we computed the band diagram (dis-
persion curves) of the bend corner. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 14(b), the supercell lattice contained three units with the in-
serted plugs and seven lattice periods in the X-M direction in the
triangular coordinates. In the resultant band diagram shown in
Fig. 14(b), there were three defect modes (see the red, blue, and
green dash-dotted lines) crossing the whole TE-like bandgap
of the perfect PC (the light blue region in Fig. 14(b) was ob-
tained from Fig. 2(c)). Therefore, it was possible for the three
line-defect guided modes in the bandgap to be coupled from
one straight waveguide segment to the other through the bend
corner.
Similar to the previously configured PC straight waveguide,

the transmittance of this configured 60 waveguide bend was
largely determined by the in-plane and out-of-plane loss of
power. The in-plane loss was mainly affected by the coupling
efficiency between the guided propagation modes of the two
straight waveguide segments. The field energy leakage upward
into the plugs led to the out-of-plane loss. Thus, we conducted
the FDTD simulation for the configured waveguide bend. In
this simulation, the same structural parameters were used:

(or 246 nm), (or 1.74 m), and
(or 1.85 m). The computing region and

detection planes are shown in Fig. 15(a), where a TE-polarized
source (the same source as the one used in the simulation for
the configured straight waveguide) was placed vertically at the
termination side of the short input waveguide.
Figs. 15(b)–(d) show that the guided mode at the wavelength

of 1553.5 nm (after light propagation of 1000 wavelengths) was
well confined in both of the planar and vertical directions. The
guided mode wave propagated from the first straight waveguide
segment (see the segment in Fig. 15(b)) to the second one
(see the segment in Fig. 15(b)) along the direction
through the bend corner. In the vertical direction, the field inten-
sity decayed rapidly upward into the plug and downward into
the air layer, with the decay rate of 47.5 and 73.7 dB m , re-
spectively. Figs. 16(a) and (b) show the normalized power flow
of the guided mode through the two respective segments
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Fig. 15. (a) Schematic representation for the computing region and detection
planes used in the FDTD simulation for a configured PC waveguide bend. (b, c)
E-field (amplitude) distributions of the guided mode nm in the
plane of (b) and Y-Z (c) at the cross section of and ,
respectively. (d) E-field (amplitude) distribution of the guided mode in the ver-
tical direction of the waveguide bend. This image was formed by combining
the field distributions along the straight waveguide segment in the
plane and along in the plane 60 off the plane. The insets in (b)–(d)
show the field profiles along the corresponding dashed lines in the field distri-
bution images. The scale bar (a. u.) in (b) represents E-field amplitude for all
three field distributions in (b)–(d).

and along the direction. The average decay rate of
power for and was 0.31 and 0.32 dB m , respec-
tively. Note that the detection plane at the exit of was set
in the Y-Z plane, while the detection plane at the entrance of

was set in the plane 60 off the Y-Z plane (see the insets
in Fig. 16). Due to the non-unity light coupling efficiency from

to , the power detected at the exit of the segment
(P1) was higher than that detected at the entrance to the seg-
ment (P2). Thus, the coupling efficiency of the bend corner was
calculated to be .
Fig. 17 shows the transmittance, loss, and reflectance spectra

of the configured PC waveguide bend. The peak transmittance
of the waveguide bend was 0.68 locating at the mode wave-
length of 1553.5 nm, with the FWHM of 17 nm (Fig. 17(a)).
The loss power detected at the right, back, upper, and lower de-
tection planes of the PC (see the locations of these planes in
Fig. 15(a)) was 17.6%, 6.3%, 4.3%, and 1.4%, respectively, at
1553.5 nm. The relatively large optical loss at the back and right
sides was probably attributed to the coupling loss between the
two straight PC waveguide segments at the bend corner.
Fig. 18(a) shows that as the magnitude of possible fabrication

error in the air hole diameter of the PC increased by 6% of the
air hole diameter at 328 nm, the peak transmittance decreased

Fig. 16. Normalized power flow of the guided mode (1553.5 nm) through the
two straight waveguide segments (a) and (b), for the configured PC
waveguide bend. The power detection plane was defined to be a square area
with long on each side in the plane normal to the propagation direction.

Fig. 17. Transmittance (a), loss (b) and reflectance (c) spectra of the configured
60 waveguide bend with a TE wave incidence.

from 71% to 30% and the peak wavelength shifted by less than
10 nm. Similar to the aforementioned straight PC waveguide,
the lateral alignment error of the actuated plugs caused a signifi-
cant decrease in the peak transmittance. The peak transmittance
deceased to 14% when the magnitude of the lateral alignment
random error of the plugs was 41 nm (Fig. 18(b)). Furthermore,
similarly, both the identical and random vertical position errors
of the plugs resulted in a larger loss in the peak transmittance
than the errors in the air hole diameters and the lateral alignment
between the air holes and plugs. Specifically, the peak transmit-
tance deceased to 5% as the magnitude of the vertical iden-
tical position error of the plugs was at 308 nm (Fig. 18(c)), and
15% the random position error at 100 nm (Fig. 18(d)).

VII. CONCLUSION

We studied a nano-opto-mechanical reconfigurable PIC de-
vice that consisted of an array of Si plugs and a conventional 2-D
Si PC. The simulation was based on the assumption that each
plug could be individually introduced into its corresponding air
hole in the PC. We showed that no TE-like bandgap occurred
when all plugs were placed from the top surface of the
PC and that the plugs had no influence on the bandgap of the PC
when they were placed from the PC. A single-defect res-
onant cavity was configured, by inserting a plug into an air hole
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Fig. 18. Transmittance peak wavelength (left) and peak transmittance (right)
of the PC waveguide bend as function of air hole diameter randomness in the
form of a percentage of the ideal air hole diameter (a), lateral alignment error or
lateral offset of the actuated plugs with the center of corresponding air holes (b),
identical vertical position error of the actuated plugs or the unexpected distance
between the plugs and the bottom surface of corresponding air holes (c), and
random vertical position error of the actuated plugs (d).

in the PC. As the plug diameter increased, the resonance wave-
length of the cavity significantly red-shifted, while its Q factor
was hardly influenced. As the plug length increased, the Q factor
of the cavity reduced, while its resonance wavelength wave-
length only slightly red-shifted. A line-defect straight wave-
guide was configured by inserting a straight line of plugs into
the corresponding air holes. 7.0% of the power flow in the mode
field was lost through upward leakage into the plugs. The peak
transmittance of 78%was achieved in the configured PC straight
waveguide over nine lattice periods. Lastly, a PC waveguide
bend was configured by inserting two straight lines of plugs into
the air holes with the intersection angle of 60 . The loss power
through upward leakage into the plugs was 4.3%. The peak
transmission of the waveguide bend was 68%. The coupling
efficiency of the bend corner was 91%. By systematically in-
vestigating the influence of the possible fabrication, alignment,
and mechanical actuation errors on the optical properties of the
configured building blocks, we found that the mechanical actu-
ation-induced errors of the plug position in the vertical direction
could influence the optical properties of the configured PICs
more significantly than the size error in the air hole diameter
and the lateral alignment error between the air holes and plugs.
Besides the three basic photonic building blocks, many other
photonic functions can be realized on the PC via appropriate
insertion of plugs into corresponding air holes. By combining
these basic building blocks, a variety of basic and complex cir-
cuits (e.g., splitter, mirror, add-drop filter, Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer, wavelength-division multiplexer, etc.) can be formed
in a single photonic chip.
We believe that this theoretical study can benefit our efforts

toward realizing a fully reconfigurable nano-opto-mechanical
PIC platform. Future work includes design and fabrication of
a MEMS actuator and movable plugs, and their integration
with a PC slab. Actually, there are many existing remarkable
MEMS/NEMS devices that use a 2-D array of individually

controlled micro/nanostructures. For example, in the Millipede
MEMS-based scanning-probe data-storage device, a large
number of Si probes are used to address individual storage
units below the probes based on a thermo-mechanical actu-
ation and sensing mechanism [40], [41]. Also, millions of
micromirrors are individually controlled by a conventional
electrostatic actuation mechanism [42]. These technologies can
provide important clues for the development of the individually
movable plugs for the proposed device in the future. Although
it is quite challenging, a possible approach to fabricate these
movable plugs is briefly described in the following. A layer of
amorphous Si will be first deposited on the top of a polished
wafer substrate with embedded addressing electronic circuits.
Subsequently, micro- and nano-fabrication techniques, such
as e-beam lithography and deep reactive ion etching, will
be used to form periodic plugs of amorphous Si. After that,
surface micromachining will be used to fabricate a suspended
membrane on the bottom of each plug to support the plug.
This will allow us to use the electronic circuit embedded in
the substrate to electrostatically address and actuate each plug.
Lastly, the wafer of the movable plugs will be aligned with and
bonded to the other wafer of the PC slab with an appropriate
initial distance.
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